
      
 

 

Role :   Head of Commercial 

Salary :    £40-60 k dependent on experience 

Grade :    Partner 

Location : Glasgow, UK, with worldwide travel expected 

Term :    Permanent 

Description : Craft Prospect is looking for a Head of Commercial to work with the senior 

management team to drive further growth and provide additional external 

customer facing capability to the team.  The role will seek to maintain a strong 

link between our products and services, development strategy, and customer 

needs, as well as develop the early customer base by securing commercial 

contracts and managing pipeline.  The role will support actions across the 

company’s three business areas in mission architecture and MBSE 

approaches, technologies for more responsive operations using AI, and 

emergent applications and products for quantum technologies such as 

Quantum Key Distribution for highly secure telecoms, working with the leads 

to manage the development of product and service roadmaps, and so building 

capability.  The ideal candidate will have an outstanding and demonstrable 

record of achievement of business development & stakeholder management 

in the space technology or related market with a current, relevant contact 

network.  The role will require a high level of technical experience and 

customer understanding with an ability to quickly identify solutions and 

secure opportunities for the business. 

The company seeks to develop a diverse and inclusive team, and encourages 

applications from all backgrounds.  In recognition that different groups may 

respond to job specifications differently and that our talent pool can come 

from all quarters, we seek to minimise the number of prerequisites in any role 

and rather recruit for attitude, and ability to positively contribute to our small 

but growing team and our work. 

Prerequisites Significant experience in the space industry (or equivalent) in a senior 

leadership role 

Background and motivation to sell and deliver complex engineering: secure 

systems, telecoms or equivalent 

Responsibilities : Commercial oversight and leadership of company engineering programs, 

managing all types of risk effectively 

Meet or exceed revenue targets, balancing R&D with commercial income 



Lead commercial and sales activities, managing the sales processes from 

engagement through discovery, bid/no-bid to proposal preparation and 

submission, and feeding into periodic reporting 

   Support the board in defining and implementing corporate strategy 

Work with business leads to deliver growth in commercial revenue across 

company portfolio, agreeing and delivering targets with the leads together 

with bonuses 

Maintain focus of projects against defined needs, and monitor projects to 

ensure technical and timely delivery against customer requirements 

   Support delivery of high value engineering for key clients or contracts 

Build a robust pipeline of sales prospects.  Identify and meet the on-going and 
new needs of existing customers, continually developing CPL’s relationships.  
Identify key stakeholders in the commercial and institutional (government 
and agency) customer communities, creating plans and initiatives to build 
relevant relationships and develop new customer and partnership 
opportunities through influencing these relationships. 
 
Promote and present CPL and its capabilities to a variety of audiences, 
representing the business in a variety of corporate environments 
 
Line management of the commercial team (currently 1 business development 
associate), and ongoing team growth 
 
Support the development of new products and services and their market 
pricing, by identifying emerging markets and trends and influencing the 
alignment of CPL’s capabilities that capitalise on opportunities 
 
Follow projects through from inception to delivery ensuring needs are met 
and where necessary work with MD to make and implement priority calls 
across the business 
 
Provide mentoring and coaching to less experienced engineers, and support 

the more senior engineers in technical business development 

Be a partner in the business, think feel and act as a co-owner.  Any other 

reasonable requests from the board in line with a senior partner. 

Personal : Motivated and confident self starter, able to lead bid team, negotiate and 

secure new opportunities 

 Strong interpersonal skills with an aptitude in building relationships with 

professionals at all levels in an organisation; ability to communicate business 

solutions based on complex technological concepts clearly and persuasively, 

negotiating win-win solutions for CPL and the customer 

 Politically astute, with an understanding of government stakeholders and 

ability to navigate government organisations 

 Current or willingness to engage with UK security clearance processes 



Existing network in space industry with ability to grow for engagement 

Experience commissioning and production of scope of works, and to think 

creatively and critically to assure project success  

   Desire to work in a small business and willingness to fill capability gaps 

   Ability to transfer skills, knowledge and experience within the team 

Understanding and interest in emerging technologies for space, and a desire 

to drive forward new capabilities 

Line Manager :  Managing Director 

Benefits : 4 day week option at 80% FTE (Tu-Fr, at 80% salary) 

Up to 16% pension (1:1 matched salary sacrifice) 

Wellbeing and personal development budget (up to £600 pa) 

Yearly team strategy and away days 

Life assurance and medical/health support 

Employee share ownership scheme (SIP), and partner share options (TBA) 

Scaled bonus based on company performance (YR7) 

Relocation costs (up to £1,400 in first year) 

About us : Craft Prospect is an engineer-led company in its sixth year having consistently 

grown income and headcount every year, picking up a number of awards and 

recognitions along the way.  We are looking for those able to work within an 

interdisciplinary team leading projects and developing future space mission 

concepts to make a positive impact.  Our diverse team includes former leads 

of national space missions, experienced industry professionals, and those 

gaining their first experiences in the industry.  We want to develop our 

employees to become stakeholders within the organisation through 

employee ownership, and see our engineers become partners within the 

business.  We are backed by the leading UK employee ownership investment 

fund, Capital for Colleagues. 

See more at: www.craftprospect.com. 

To Apply : Please include cover letter and reference 23-01057 to our recruitment email 

address recruitment@craftprospect.com. 
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